NEW SALES TRAINING Selling Technology
Solutions Successfully
• Understand the Sales Transaction &
Position Yourself to Win the Deal
(Tuesday, September 15)

• Develop & Execute Your Sales Plan
(Tuesday, September 22)

• Sell to All Personality Types By
Leveraging the DISC
(Tuesday, September 29)

• Prospecting – Above the Line
(Tuesday, October 6)

Selling Technology
Solutions Successfully
• Prospecting – Below the Line
(Tuesday, October 13)

• Objection Handling Methodology In a NonManipulative Manner (Tuesday, October 20)
• TAG’s Multi-Step Sales Process Overview - Phase
1: Pre-Sales Planning & Phase 2: 1st Meeting
Guide (Tuesday, October 27)
• TAG’s Sales Process Phase 3 – Performing a
Successful Assessment (Tuesday, November 3)

Selling Technology
Solutions Successfully
• TAG’s Sales Process Phase 4 – Making Your
Recommendations Before Finalizing Your Proposal
(Tuesday, November 10)

• TAG’s Sales Process Phase 5 –
Closing Your IT/Azure Deal
(Tuesday, November 17)

• TAG’s Sales Process Phase 5 – Closing Your
Telephony or Surveillance Deal
(Tuesday, December 1)

• TAG’s Sales Process Q&A
(Tuesday, December 8)

Sell To All Personality
Types By Leveraging Disc

The Platinum

®
Rule

People generally make the mistake of assuming that others
interact and think the same way they do.

Treat
others
the
The Golden Rule
way THEY want
to be treated.

• Golden Rule- treat others as you want to be treated
• Platinum Rule-treat others as they want to be treated
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Why DISC?
UNDERSTAND
Behaviors can be positioned within a systematic, predictable framework, even
though individual personality is unique.
IDENTIFY
Behavioral patterns influence:
• What that person wants, needs, and expects from you and others
• How that person communicates those wants, needs, and expectations

ADAPT
Reduce tension and increase collaboration and trust in all types of
relationships.

What is DISC?
DISC IS:

DISC IS NOT:

• needs-motivated
• observable behavior and
emotion
• a combination of nature
(inherent) and nurture
(learned).

• a measure of intelligence,
skills, education or experience
• an indicator of values

Four Core Styles
Procedures
and
Constraints

Problems
and
Challenges
1
2
A

B

C

D

3
4

Pace and
Consistency

People and
Contacts

Identifying the Four Styles
Guarded
1

Indirect

2
A

B

C
3
4

Open

D

Direct

Style Indicators
DISC examines our observable behavior & core emotions, driven
by on our needs and fears.

Adaptability
Adaptability is
important to
all successful
relationships.

Highly adaptable
people determine
what types of
behavior are most
appropriate in
specific situations.

No one style
is naturally
more
adaptable
than another.

Your style

Part 3

Overview

Part 2

Part 1

Disc Report
Tools

Building and Maintaining Rapport
Throughout the Selling Cycle
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Building and Maintaining Rapport
Throughout the Selling Cycle
Phase

With D’s

With I’s

With S’s

With C’s

Connecting

● Skip small talk
● Lead with the
main point
● Show up fully
prepared

● Allow for time
and stories before
turning focus to
business at hand
● Let them set the
pace of the
conversation

● Stick to business
until they warm up
to you
● Don’t rush into
agenda first
●Take an active
interest in them

● Skip small talk
● Bring an agenda
● Remain cool,
calm and
professional

Building and Maintaining Rapport
Throughout the Selling Cycle
Phase

With D’s

With I’s

With S’s

With C’s

Assessing

● Let him/her know
where the
questions are
headed
● Only ask for
information that’s
unavailable
elsewhere
● Answer their
questions directly

● Alternate
questions between
them personally
and business
● Gently guide
them back to the
topic
● Keep the focus
on their vision and
goals

● Be sincerely
interested in their
answers
● Never interrupt
them
● Ask
nonthreatening
questions to draw
them out over time

● Ask questions
that reveal their
expertise
● Keep the
questions focused
on the topic
● Alternate open
and closed-ended
questions

Building and Maintaining Rapport
Throughout the Selling Cycle
Phase

With D’s

With I’s

With S’s

With C’s

Solving

● Make any
presentation brief
● Focus on the
bottom line and/or
time savings
● Provide concise
analysis of needs
along with your
professional
recommendations

● Involve as many
senses as possible
● Ask for their ideas
often
●Sprinkle in
testimonials
● Provide
incentives for
making decisions
● Show how the
solution enhances
their image and/or
saves them effort

● Show how
solution will
simplify, add
stability or support
their goals
● Present new ideas
in a nonthreatening way
● Never rush them,
but provide gentle,
helpful nudges
toward a decision

● Emphasize value,
accuracy, precision,
quality and
reliability
● Stick to facts and
logic; attempt to
reduce risks when
possible
● Never pressure
for any decision
● Remain cool and
emotionally
detached

Building and Maintaining Rapport
Throughout the Selling Cycle
Phase

With D’s

With I’s

With S’s

With C’s

Confirming

● Flat out ask if
they are interested
● Present two or
recommendations
three options with
and
summaries
recommendations
●
Besummaries
quiet while
and
they
and
● Be review
quiet while
decide
they review and
decide

● Openly ask,
“Where do you see
us going next?”
● Be ready to take
their order
● Slow them down
if they’re buying
too quickly
● Do the
paperwork for
them

● They are slow
decision makers
and like to consult
opinions of others
● Don’t press for a
decision
● Focus on a
guarantee if
relevant

● Provide logical
options with
documentation
● Give them both
time and space to
make their
decisions
● Point out any
glaring downside to
deal if one exists
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Building and Maintaining Rapport
Throughout the Selling Cycle
Phase

With D’s

With I’s

With S’s

With C’s

Assuring

● Follow-up to
ensure they’re
100% satisfied with
solution
● Keep the
relationship all
business
● Make certain you
deliver on every
small promise

● Reinforce their
decision by
providing ample
assistance after the
sale
● Make sure they
don’t get frustrated
(they don’t read
instructions)
● Help them use
the product/service
to reduce anxiety

● Provide
consistent followup along with
personal assurances
● Give them private
phone number to
reach you
● Remind them that
you also desire a
long-term business
relationship

● Share your
process and/or
timetable for your
follow-up
● Double-check
their method for
measuring
satisfaction
● Email them ideas
and shortcuts
● Reinforce value,
quality and
reliability.
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Asking to Understand Needs
• Dominance – High "D" Style
• Ask D's what they want to accomplish, how they currently
are motivated and what they would like to change
• Clarify the purpose for asking questions
• Stay focused on goals and objectives
• Make questions practical, logical, and straightforward
• Keep questions direct and to the point
• Express interest in and ask questions about goals and
results

Asking to Understand Needs
• Influence – High "I" Style
• Get I's talking about themselves and their interests
• Establish personal relationships before asking business
questions
• Ask about their aspirations and recognize their need to be
valued
• Ask about personal needs they want filled
• Ask who else might be involved in any decision
• Gently keep them on the topic

Asking to Understand Needs
• Steadiness – High "S" Style
• Speak warmly and informally, asking open questions that
draw them out
• Show tact and sincerity in exploring their needs
• Avoid confrontations and challenging questions
• S's may tell you what they think you want to hear
• Allow time for S's to open up and reveal their needs and
concerns
• Ask them to identify their own emotional needs as well as
their task or business expectations

Asking to Understand Needs
• Conscientious – High "C" Style
• Ask logical, fact-oriented, relevant questions
• Phrase questions that require specific, accurate information
to be shared
• Focus questions on processes and efficiency
• Ask questions that reveal a clear direction
• If appropriate, focus questions on savings, efficiency, and
return on investment

DISC Summary

Book
Recommendation
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Take Action This Week
1. Knowing is just the beginning, Application is what creates
change and opportunity
2. Use your report as a reference tool
3. Practice Identifying and Modifying- start where stakes are low
4. What DISC will do for you
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